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About This Content

Add an additional 72 weapon storage slots. Choose the right weapon for the job, and conquer Raid Mode!

*Content exclusive to Raid Mode.
*Raid Mode is an additional action-focused game mode included with the main game.

*Episode One required to play.
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raid mode weapon storage a

soo.... my driver's extremely old.... than why does it work when yours doesn't?. If your on windows 8, do ensure that you go to
the game directory and select the executable file, set the properties to ensure that the game runs in windows xp mode!

An actual review of the game may come at a later date!!. pretty good game without the vr but with the vr its just terrible.
Fantastic puzzle game. If the premise interests you at all absolutely pick it up.. It's a nice little hex-based combat-strategy game.
Well worth 1USD. Feels like a mix between Ultimate General: Gettysburg and the combat in Civ 5.. This game is amazing. I
have 30+ hours, and I'm still not bored. The fighting never gets old, and is very fun. The only downside is the lack of content
(short campaign and 14 challenges). Despite this, I am still having as much fun as when I first bought the game.. wtf is this. im
never sleep-sleep-ing again but it was worth it. Let's start with the goods:
Splendid graphics! Very detailed and cute. Added to that, great number of levels.
... and now the bads:
To me the game is quickly boring. Build your defense, let it play on its own, when you have enough money, upgrade what you
can.
VERY LIMITED interaction during the game. I do prefer Castle Must Be Mine since you have to use and take care of your
Knight, and also have fireballs/iceballs that make you part of the game. Nothing like that in Kittypocalypse.... i played this game
for 15 hours straight and i do not fear death
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After trying to finish Super Benbo Quest (and giving up at the final level) I must say this game is a really challenging one. I do
enjoy the visuals, the crapposting, and the music. Though I will say when it comes to my gripes with the game comes with how
annoyingly hard some parts of a level or how a boss can be at times, the biggest examples being the ultimate plan character
jumping over the TNT on the final level . Some other problems I have with the game are how misleading the lifebar is. The
problem with it being that it seems misleading in my opinion, thinking you can take more hits than you think. The other problem
being the dash mechanic though it might just be me, but for me when it came to trying to complete the final level the dash
mechanic seems to be instant and can screw you up a lot when jumping on the TNTS. I feel like the dash mechanic is something
that should be touched up in a patch, or it's probably me just being bad at vidya gaims. Other than that I still think it's a really
good game that is worth picking up if you're in for wanting to test yourself and your patience.. Original & Still one of the best.. I
bought this game in spite of a lot of bad reviews because I thoroughly enjoyed The Initiate and The Initiate 2. Not listening to
the reviews was a big mistake.

Chapter 1 was enjoyable in spite of a lot of small bugs. Chapter 2 was kind of pointless but I managed to get through it fairly
quickly. Chapter 3 is completely unplayable for me. No explaination of what or how to do the "objectives." But after two
complete playthroughs, I was never able to stay alive long enough to figure it out.  The objective is to kill and "skin" some
animals. The animals would run in place for several seconds during which your bullets seemed to do no harm and then they
would finally bolt towards you when you would have to fire fast enough to kill them. Once killed, there seemed to be no way to
interact with them to get a skin. Meanwhile, you would suddenly be attacked from behind and even with a good starting health,
you are dead.

I posted to the forums about the problem but evidently anyone who had once been interested in the game is long gone.
Meanwhile, I had played too many hours (playing through twice) to get a refund.. Not my type of game, never played dungeon
crawlers, but this one is addictive. Couldn't put it down for a while after just wanted to play a quick round!
Enemies can use the same items as the player, can throw items into the player. If you still think it's easy, the game has
permadeath! Pure awesomeness!. Excellent Puzzle solver with a unique twist in a relatively saturated market. Art, music and
level design are great - allowing players to be immersed. The game does a good job of "spoon feeding" you new concepts
without taking away from the challange of the problem.

Good Price at \u00a37. It's not a bad game. It is an awfully terrible game.
Even GTA3 is better.
The voice-acting is horribly and the story is cliched.
But the DUI experience is the best of all similar games.
1/ 10 Only buy it if you're desperate, curious or very brave.

Thanks to the latest update, the quests and achievements working just fine, but the game is still awful. (no offence)
. When I first saw this game, I thought I was in for a treat - a low price game with a cute art style. However, as I began playing
this platformer, I noticed that it had some flaws. The biggest problem I have with this game is the fact that there is no save file
(at least not where I can find it). Restarting the level every time I play makes it feel like a game you'd find on your phone, which
is not the game I'm looking for.

What I can say is the art style is cute, the music fits in nicely with its aesthetic, and it's a platformer that I can play for 10
minutes or so and still be entertained. This game is in its early stages and with some minor improvements it can go places. At
this point I would not necessarily say I wish I hadn't bought it, but if it were up for a price much more than $1.89, I would
refund this game.
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